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NEWSLETTER Izzie to Ben Grab your knives, viewers, because tonight’s episode of Grey’s Anatomy is a doozie. Luckily, Derek gets to play his finest hour, as it’s pretty much an alternate universe with just Izzie and Ben. We’ll start with Izzie, who, after two weeks of fighting with her mother-in-law, has decided that her yenta mother deserves to be arrested. The thing is, Christina
doesn’t appreciate any of this, so she has to figure out what to do with Izzie’s Nazi mother. And by “Nazi mother,” I’m really talking about the Nazi mother of her son, who is now in the “everything wrong with America” Hall of Fame. Here we see Izzie having a beautiful, deep conversation with the Nazi mother, and you can see why Christina wanted Izzie to leave. I mean, come on, she
called Izzie a “flake,” and I’m pretty sure they call that “fire-starting.” Over the course of the episode, Izzie will realize that this woman is a piece of trash, but it’s already been too late. Even though she never, ever wants to see Christina again, Izzie is going to have to be in the room with her Nazi mother at the arraignment. After that, the Izzie-Ben special is brought to a close. Ben has a
close call with a piece of debris from the cruise ship, and is so shaken that he isn’t going to get back to work for a while. But, as I said, for Izzie and Ben, this is but a blip on the screen. It’s all about Ben and why, despite the fact that he’s devoted his life to his partner, he doesn’t care anymore. While this episode is a special one for Derek, we should be happy that it includes none of the
stuff that made him the first of the good male sidekicks. He gets to be a doctor! A very much alive, normal doctor. And, as it turns out, a dead guy, because he killed himself by jumping off a Ferris wheel. What a great ending for one of the main dudes on the show.This brand is associated
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